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Community, Kindness, and Challenge
Slime Bubbles Spotted in Echo Valley!
Participants in this session's "Slime and Other
Hands-On Science" activity at the Echo Valley Elementary School celebrate the perfection of the perfect bubble-blowing slime recipe.

Building Community in Orange
This session we have focused on mindfulness and wellness
activities. We have been active during our basketball skills
program, creative while drawing and painting, and directly
connected to the school day through work on capstone projects. By practicing these activities, we strengthen our community each day. We are all looking forward to what our
next session will bring and the new things we can accomplish
as a group.

NES Focuses on Teamwork
We have been busy this session incorporating
teamwork into our daily programing. Oldschool
Games participants have dabbled in castle ball
working together in teams to keep their "castles"
safe. Minecraft goers are working together to build
and create a world full of wonder. Board gamers
have shown good sportsmanship while learning
new games and enjoying the classics.

WES Celebrates Literature and Art
ONWARD! has been working with Ainsworth Public Library this year reading through all of this year's Red
Clover Books! Last time we read The Wall in the Middle of the Book by Jon Agee. Students listened to the
story and then participated in creating their own storybooks with a wall in the middle. Students got so creative in
their storytelling! We can't wait for the next book!

NMS Reaching New Heights
NMS Bridges 'Climbing Club' students are reaching
new heights every week at Norwich University's 30'
foot high climbing wall in the Shapiro Fieldhouse.
Under the guidance and expertise of veteran climber
John Lewis, Master Sergeant and NonCommissioned Officer in Charge of the Mountain
Cold Weather Company at N.U., our students are
now belay-trained, learning their knots, and setting
their own climbing routes on the 30' wall. Each week,
a rotating group of 20 N.U. ROTC cadets help Bridges students overcome fears and learn new technique to get them climbing further and faster than the
week before. ROTC cadets use this as an experience
to develop their leadership and motivational skills,
while learning empathy and compassion in their mentor role. Meanwhile, our students are being challenged mentally and physically, forging new community connections, AND having a blast! Thank you
John, cadets, and N.U. for making this fearconquering, grit-forming experience available to
Bridges Afterschool!

Busy, Happy, Kindhearted Bees at RVS
Every day at 3:15 you can find RVS Bridges
listening to a read-aloud lead by fellow students. Students who request to read are asked
to find and practice a book at their level before
their reading day (with help if needed!).
In other news; we have been busy baking cookies to give as appreciation gifts to members of
our community, including Veterans, School
Staff, and more. Students have been building
forts, making gifts for family members, creating
the tallest towers from spaghetti and marshmallows, and even planned a waffle party on
Weird Wacky Wednesday! RVS Afterschool
students are amazing readers, leaders, and listeners!

Cook-Off Challenge at WMS
ONWARD students participated in team cooking challenges. Students were interested in the
VT FEED Jr Iron Chef Challenge and so we
simulated a few mini "competitions" to help
them think about what that could look like at
our school. Students were scored on the tastiness of their finished dishes as well as teamwork and cooperation, recipe and use of ingredients, station cleanliness and clean-up process.

